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"What a week!" I complained to my neighbor, Joan, as 1 wearily slumped
into one of her kitchen chairs that hot July morning. "First, Mom's medical
tests came back with inconclusive results which means more procedures for
her. Then the washing machine broke down. And to top it off, last Sunday
just as we were pulling out of the church parking lot, an out-of-control car
missed us by inches. What a fright! I still get shivers every time I think of
it"
As I slowly shook my head, a flash of crimson caught my eye from the
other side of the family's fruit bowl. Taking a second look, I spotted a bright
red Santa Claus card sparkling in the summer sunshine pouring through
the window.
"Looks like Christmas in July around here;" I laughed. "Somehow though,
reindeer and jolly old St Nick seem a little out of place in the middle of a
summer heat spell,"
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so Stack,
that 'your tight will not penetrate and shine.
fhjjpwhere is there a sorrow
so heavy
thai your merciful arms miff not lift the weight.
Otfpwhere is there a heart
so lowly and undeserving
that you will not enter it and abide.
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"Maybe," Joan
explained, "but maybe
not When we were taking
down our Christmas deco.
rations last January, I told
Jack how I hated to throw away all the Christmas cards we had received. So "
many were from people who are very special to us."
"I know what you mean," I agreed. "With all the messages and updates on
the cards, it's like having a bunch of mini-visits."
"Well, Jack suggested that we save the cards and pick one each day during the coming year as our special prayer person of the day."
Swinging open the broom closet, Joan pointed toward a plastic shopping
bag hanging on the hook. "We put all the cards in this bag. Each morning
we pick one at random and pray for that person or family at breakfast and
throughout the day. It doesn't matter whether it's a dear friend or someone
like our piana tuner who sends all his customers a card. It's a chance to
carry the Christmas spirit into the rest of the year. When we empty the bag,
we put the cards back in again and start all over."
Closing the closet door gently, she paused a moment with her hand on
the knoby and then said in a soft Voice, "Your card was on our table this
past Sunday."
?
-Patricia
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- Michael Maletk, Rochester
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475 East Broad Street, Rochester
(716)546-3650

Thoughts to Consider

#b. Come lettt«9oort ftim.
John 1:1« 18

ftsyour mother once laid you upon the straw
. gently and urith love
silently gazing upon you
with wonder and in awe
you rest in our hearts
and we quietly reflect upon
your presence
transforming the commonplace into holiness.
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Favorite Things
Each of us has a wealth of warm and
beautiful memories we associate with the
Christmas Season...our Own "favorite
things." Delicious warm smells from
the kitchen...the fun of surprising
those we love.., mistletoe... holly...
caroling... colored lights and all the
. dozens of special feelings we enjoy
so much this time of year.
the beauty and warmth of the season
can be even more meaningful to us if we
share it with someone who may very
much need our tove and friendship.
If someone you know recently lost a
loved one, the Christmas season will be
especially difficult for them. The rest of
the world glows with a special warmth,
at a time they feel they have lost much
of their love for life and hope for the
future. Your concern! and sharing
of the season, can help them
find renewed faith in life.
Sharing, giving, loving, these are
a few of our "favorite things," and
we wish them for you now...

and during the coming year.

Merry Christmas

SCHAUMAN-SULEWSKI
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